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PDF Scanner App is your go-to solution for quick document scanning. It's a digital scanner designed to generate PDFs with ease. No matter what type of paper you have. Document scanner app converts it with auto-cropping. Share your scanned documents in PDF or JPEG formats. Now simplify your life with PDF Scanner - a simple and effective way to manage your paperwork.

Key Features of PDF Scanner App:
â€¢ Paper scanner automatically detects edges.
â€¢ Camera scanner enhances the scan quality.
â€¢ Import existing files from your phone storage.
â€¢ Rename, add, or delete pages with a page scanner.
â€¢ Transform images into digital memories.
â€¢ Bookmark your important scans for quick access.
â€¢ Merge multiple pages or images into a single PDF file.
â€¢ Print PDF scans directly from the app.
â€¢ Collaborate and share your PDF documents.
â€¢ Save your scans to a gallery or drive for easy access.

Efficient Scanning:
Digitize documents, receipts, invoices, notes, or any paper material. Camera Scanner can transform physical paperwork into digital assets.

Powerful Document Scanner:
Scan multiple pages with ease, creating organized and structured PDF files. Unleash the full potential of document scanner PDF to handle your paperwork like never before.

Enhanced Quality:
Use multiple filters to enhance scanned documents according to your needs. A portable scanner app is also useful to digitize images and save them as PDF files.

File Management:
Rename, delete, and organize files with the PDF Scanner app. Scan documents and take control of your scans by organizing them in a single place.

Export Files in Multiple Formats:
Document Scanner for Android lets you export documents in multiple formats. Choose from a range of export options, including PDF and JPEG, for personalized document management.

Share PDF Scans:
Share PDF scans easily with friends and family. You can save them to the gallery or drive for future use. Scan documents and share them as digital files with a few taps.

Permissions:
Storage: PDF Scanner requires permission to access storage and store scanned files on your device.
Camera: The app utilizes your device's camera for efficient document scanning.

Elevate your scanning experience with PDF Scanner for Android! If you have ideas or suggestions? Reach out to us at support@appswingstudio.com.
Updated on
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Safety starts with understanding how developers collect and share your data. Data privacy and security practices may vary based on your use, region, and age. The developer provided this information and may update it over time.[image: Icon image]No data shared with third partiesLearn more about how developers declare sharing
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August 4, 2021
Awesome app that lets you copy notes into different file types and it can even save onto Google Drive, which for me is amazing as I keep my notes there now. It's easy to use, just keep the page in the frame, and adjust the edges to your liking, I've been using grid notebooks and the grids don't come out and make the text unreadable. Really useful app to help transition my notes to a cloud.ðŸ‘�
79 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No




Apps Wing
August 5, 2021

Thank you for downloading our app! We will keep working on it!
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February 27, 2024
Really excellent app. I had doubts initially but after my first trial, I decided it was going to be my go to for scanning. Quite easy and flexible to use. A very efficient app.
9 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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March 18, 2024
Wonderful App to convert tons of pages to streamlined pdf's of high quality with perfectly orientated pages, cropping, rotating and sharing-- all in one place.
6 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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